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'Quiet Moment' by Gailene Marsden

The painting news is focused on abstract paintings.
It may be that abstract painting began about the early twentieth century in protest at the
appalling atrocities that were happening in Europe during this period. Kandinsky, Chagal,
Malevich and many many others.
Abstract art could be explained by the quote from Arshile Gorky (an Armenian who escaped the
Turkish genocides and went to America in 1920 where he became a much admired artist).
"Abstraction allows man to see with his mind what he cannot physically see with his eyes...
Abstract art enables the artist to perceive beyond the tangible, to extract the infinite out of the
finite. It is the emancipation of the mind. It is an explosion into unknown areas."
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John & Frances Hanson
John and Frances Hanson have been
working in glass for almost 20 years
Frances ‘caught the bug’ when she took
a glass bead making class. Many more
classes followed, including some from
US and Japanese reknown bead makers.
Hours of practising are required to
achieve nicely shaped and decorated
beads. Often these days she creates
artistic, shaped beads to add interest to
her jewellery and to avoid looking like
the many imported mass produced
beads from India and China.

Bead making or lampworking uses a combination of two
gases oxygen and propane. These two gases are mixed
together in a Carlisle torch. To melt the glass rods the
flame is extremely hot, in excess of 1200F; it doesn’t pay
to get too close to the flame or touch the hot glass rod!

'Grandmas Garden' by Frances Hanson

The beads are made by wrapping the molten glass
around a steel mandrel, a portion of which is dipped into
a bead release so the bead can be readily removed.
Without bead release the glass will stick to the steel
and is impossible to remove. Once made, the bead is
placed into an annealing kiln which is held at 1000F until
all beads are made, then gradually cooled to room
temperature. Once removed the bead holes need to be
cleaned of bead release which can be rather a slow
laborious process. This is a very simplistic outline of
beading making. It is an art form and as a result some
beads can take hours to make with numerous steps,
glasses and techniques. The rods used are coloured,
however many different effects can be achieved by
combining different glasses such as reactive, silver or
gold mixes, dichroic and many others

The glass rods are imported, coming mainly from Murano in Italy, although China is producing some
excellent glass these days. The glass Frances uses is either Effetre from Murano, or CIM from China
with a COE (coefficient) of 104. If you were to try and mix a COE of 104 with a 96 COE, the bead would
shatter. Frances also has a small dwindling supply of NZ glass; Gaffer. The production of this has
recently moved to the USA and now concentrates on hot glass for casting and blown glass.
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Not long after Frances started making beads, John
decided to ‘give it a go’ making small filler beads.
However he soon moved on to glass casting taking a
number of courses. Casting is also known as the lost
wax technique where a sculptural form is made from
wax, this is then covered with silica plaster mix. When
the plaster mix is hardened the wax is steamed out.
Glass billets are placed in a crucible on top of this mold
and all heated to between 1300F – 1600F when the
glass will then flow into the mold. After several days
cooling down in the kiln the mold is taken out and the
plaster is divested or removed from the glass. Then the
long process of cold-working begins to achieve the
desired finish or polish.
'Rainbow' by John Hanson

Following retirement Frances and John took up glass fusing or kilnforming which is a completely
different process again. This glass is made in the USA and arrives here in large sheets.
Kilnforming is where a flat sheet glass is cut into desired shapes, usually several layers. It is
placed on a kiln shelf and heated to approximately 1480F when the glass layers fuse together.
Different temperatures can be used depending on the degree of fusing required. Again the
kiln/glass has to gradually cooled to room temperature before opening the kiln (it is a bit like
Christmas seeing the results, good or occasionally very disappointing). If heated too quickly,
imperfections appear and if cooled too quickly the glass is likely to crack. There are different
levels of temperature in kilnforming where the glass can be controlled; slumping temperature
(1220F), tack fusing where another layer is added to the original form and ‘tacked’ in place which
adds another dimension to the finished product as well as differing degrees of fusing and
slumping.
T

'Lotus Flower' by Frances Hanson

'City Reflections' by Frances Hanson

The final step for shaping the glass is slumping (for bowls, vases, plates etc) which is where the
fused glass piece is given shape by slumping over or into a mold or number of molds or shapes
depending on the requirement for the finished product.
Frances is also a silversmith and combines these skills with beadmaking to form special jewellery
pieces.
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Further news there is a summer exhibition at the New Zealand Fellowship of Artist's Gifford
Gallery. The Auckland East Art's Exhibition at St. Thomas Church in St. Heliers 7th and 8th
November, and the excellent news is the exhibition at Edmund Hillary Retirement Village is going
ahead from 13th to 15th November.

From the Auckland A&P Art Collection
High Country Muster North Canterbury
by Angela Maxwell

There is a great deal happening in the news of the Auckland art scene now Auckland is in level one.
For instance, Auckland Artweek. There are exhibitions dotted round the city and organised walks to
do. Art space has a "New Artist Show" on and the well known abstract painter Darren George is at
Gow Langsford. A spectacular light display of Janet Lilo is now showing on the new car handling
building of the Ports of Auckland. It is 13 metres high and 110 metres long displaying the phrase
ISLOVE, focusing on Auckland's harbour.
The Walter's prize, an important prize for abstract, and installation art has had the finalists
announced. The interesting news is that people are not travelling overseas and therefore are putting
their money into art for investment.

Royal Easter Show Olive Oil Awards 2020
Results coming soon..

Tip for artists
Be open and prepared to fail, don't necessarily worry about the finished work. Don't
fret about the raison d'etre and matching up to your idea of a successful work..
Enjoy the process. Consider the composition, tone, light dark, perspective
(this is not necessarily imperative) focal point. Enjoy making something ourselves
and enjoy the workings.

A&P Members are invited to the President's Xmas BBQ Lunch Saturday 28 November
details to follow

